working bees, co-ops and committees.
So the best action we can undertake todav is to

develop local community groups that in time 6ome
to be focused on the eventual building ofa highly
self-sufficient, participatory local controlled and run
by us to meet local needs. Sometimes this means
joining and persuading existing groups and movements to gear their efforts to this end. Nothing
could be more subversive.
There are many groups and movements heading
more or less in the right direction for us to work
with, most obviously within the booming Transition
Towns movement. However, unfortunately few of
these presently have the crucial vision, the understanding thatjust building more community gardens
and recycling networks within consumer-capitalist
society will not achieve significant social change.
Our main reason forjoining these groups should be
to try to get them to see that our ultimate goal must
be for our gardens and cooperatives, etc., to contribute to the eventual building ofa radically different
society, one that has no growth, does not let the
market determine everything, is not about affluence,
is focused on needs and quality of life, and is under
our local participatory control. (This general strategy
is argued in detail in Trainer, 2010b.)

Ted Trainer is a Conjoint Lecturer in the School of Social
Work, Universiry of New South Wales. His main interests have been global problems, sustainability issues,
radical critiques of the economy, altemative social forms
and the transition to them.
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A Revolution in Transportation Begins with a Revolution in Thinking about the Problem

The Case for On-Full Departure
by Paul Palmer

A rhetorical question: what is wrong with our current transportation model built around cars and suburbs? We all know a bushel ofanswers. Trips are too long between scattered residences and businesses.
It is ridiculous to take two or three tons ofsteel and plasticjust to move 200 pounds ofus on a trip or to
pick up a halfpound ofpotato chips. We are using up precious reserves offossil fuel for spurious purposes, causing dollars to flow out of the country. And we are producing carbon dioxide that is warming
the planet.
So what are the kinds of solutions put forward?
How about these? Let's build huge trains weighing
hundreds or thousands oftons requiring tens ofbillions ofdollars in right ofway and tracks. Or let's
buy huge buses weighing 20 or 30 tons to move a
few people on late-night scheduled runs based on
their main use as commute vehicles in the moming.
Let's run these things on predetermined paths (tracks
or routes) which require that most users still have to
take a car to get to the parking lot to transfer to these

hehemoths.

A corollary to these ideas is that we hopefully
abandon cars but start to use bicycles. Or frequent
bus service takes us to the trains.
Along the way we forget about the huge investment we have made in automobiles, repair
shops, streets, highways, automobile companies,
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parts suppliers, etc. Just start over, says prevailing
environmental wisdom, with a new model for massive public transportation. Automobiles will still be
used for many or most trips as before, but that is a
defect ofthe model, not a design benefit. The immense convenience ofa personal vehicle is hardly
touched by the new model.
As a social analyst, I try to keep my eye on the
intended result, not merely on a particular solution.
We need to move people but do it more efficiently.
We are not going to eliminate energy use, but if we
can reduce the total amount needed, we can more
easily convert to renewable forms of energy like
wind and solar. E{ficiency! That's the key. Not only
energy elficiency but also the more efficient use of
metals and plastics and human labor and less discard
ofproducts or of infrastructure.
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Abandoning an existing infiaslructure is not
the road to efficiency. Running empty vehicles
around is not the way to achieve effrciency
ever! Americans are too quick to swallow the
predigested theories of public hansportation that
rely on trains and buses as though that exhausted

tMg

-

lhe subject.

I had the good fortune to live in another
Turkey
lor many years during the

country

-

-

1960s. A vehicle was not a pe;sonal adornrn'ent
back then. It was a major investment, a business
that could sustain your lamily forever. It had to
be as useful as possible. So there were lots ol
vans available that were used as a kind oftaxi,
called a dolmush. They led to a clever system of
hansportation based on efficiency.
The word dolmush means '.iilled up,,, like
the Turkish word do lma for stuffed, grape leaves.
The very name ofthe vehicles expreised the
main and distinguishing feature ofthe system.
Vehicles took offonly when rhey filled up. This
ls knowl a_s on-full departure. ad distinguished
fiom scheduled, on-rime departure.
When I discuss on-full departure with Americans_, I get blank looks. Having a rigid time schedule
for_departure and arrival is a nirm 5[ many cultures,
including this one. Most Americans have no mental'
tools for imagining anlhing different. But the crisis
we are in puts efficiency in all domains on a higher
level_than
level
than staymg
staying rnsrde
inside the comfort box.
ILet
et me explain
exolain that the first reaction
reactinn to the
cept of on-fuIl departur€
maybe it's your first
agetoo
ls
trom the reality. In practice,
-ia_r
works. beautifully_to set people where they are
cheaply and mostly when they need lo be lhere.
many ways, it is more convenient than on-time
parhrre. The reason is that it is a Zero
whole system, notjust a tweak that leaves
grossly ineffrcient system in place but changes
little comer. It is a new way of thinking about

Dolmush, modern style

box.

ev€ry two to six minutes. At slow times, every 15
minutes. So you could expect to get to a dista;t city
within a very reasonable time frame, certainly muih
more reliably than waiting for a huge bus to come
along in halfan hour or an hour, which is a common
occurrence in our on-time system.
Like in New york city where many people
never even leam to drive because the su6ivay system
works so well, most people owned no cars. Dol-mushes blanketed the countryside with convenient
transportation. The vehicles lhat did exist were ef{iciently used. ln our society, this would reduce the
overail need for automotiv; manufacturing. Efficient
use is always the altemative to wasteful oierproduc-

conimit
going
ln
deWaste-based
our
tion.
one
The dolmush system had flexibility built in on
mobil- every level. Many times I was on the road when
lry.
someone asked the driver ifhe could detour into a
It is a Zero Waste principle that when you use a
village or small town or a side road. The altemative
resource more efficiently, you can afford touse it
was to leave the passenger standine on the side of
more effectively.Ior example, a package that is gothe main road. Tire drivEr would pSll the passenger..
ing to be used 500 times by being refilled can beIf everyone assented, he would ta'ke the detour 6r a
made robust, convenient, from strong materials and
small, extra fee. Everyone knew that their tum to
with lpecial convenience features. A package that is
need some flexibility would come later. Ifonly one
intended to be used once and then discarded is
passenger was in a 6urry, a pal ofthe driver would
cheaply made, inconvenient and relatively expensive be coming along the saiire rbad in a dolmush behind
compared to what it conand the driver might flag him
mushes. Because thev were a
i,iili".ipili# U;L;;]" Abandoning an existing infrastructur. iff.ryJ;"*'f,,t"",tn"."r*: *n*

Thii
not the road to efficiency.
wanted
il1s*3;1'"""ne
fares

colld be cheip.

is

In
each neighborhood or village.there wai a central
departure point to which people flocked all day long.
There were always plenty
9! passengers and aiso
plenty ofvans and drivers lining up io fill up. The
drivers themselves paid a small lee at depariure to a
traffic.director.who kept the system working
smoothly. During most ofthe day, vans departed
. They becamethe

standard way to get around.

driver iook tiie detour.

or

ffiJ.Isl:'"rJfi*':ih".,

bility that got everyone taken cari oi. pach van had
a.oofraclithat could be used to tisdu*o you, .p"cial packages or a crate ofchickens. you 6ould risu'inake

-needed
alty
arrangements ioi door+o-door
transporrarion in those ilmes when vou needed the
extra help. An assistant rode along'with the passengers to aisist the driver. Lare at ni;hr, when rhe flow
ofpassengers tapered offor whenEver there were too
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few_passengers, the dolmush could take off onty
pgrtty full and pick up passengers along the way.
Those who lived in between the departure centers
depended on hailing a dolmush that had maybe
dropped offsome passengers but had an empty seat.

Even though there were prescribed routes, the-veh!
cle could stop almost any.rvhere. And there was also
a parallel taxi system that could be tapped. While the
dolmushes took the bulk ofthe passengers, ordinary
taxi cars could be hired for a quicker trip. Late at
night. ildolmushes were scarce. you could always
hire a taxi for a special trip.
There are distinct advantages to

New York or a jitney or bombila elsewhere, the police crack down. [2] Sometimes when I discuss a
dolmush system. people compare it to a gypsy cab or
a jitney. but there is no comparison. You need to
compare the systems, notjust some tiny chink in a
corrupt, profifdriven system devoted to squeezing
maximum fares from stranded passengers. Zero
Waste analysis demands whole-system designs.
There is a personal or psychological dimension
to trying this different transportation system that
might be very welcome, especially to today's youth,
or very repugnant to some others. That is the en-

on-full deparhrres:
Cheap fares.

In each neighborhood or village, there was a central

Universally used.

departure point to which people flocked all day tong.

Full vehicles.

o

.

Fairly quick departures.
Privately organized by participants.
Lightly regulated by govemment for smooth operation.
Flexible and variable in all respects.

Low investment required.

o Several kinds ofjobs.
o Made use ofexisting highway

and repair infrastruc-

fure.

Once again, this was part ofa system that

worked for efficiency, not for gross private profit at
any cost, as this country does. In this country, cities
sell taxi medallions, which allow a company to run
one taxi. The base price, charged by New York City,
is only $700 a year. but they are all taken. Because
their number was restricted, and because the holders
were allowed to resell them for a profit, medallions
in a busy place like New York averaged $766,000
each in 2010.
Their price is reported to outpace
stocks, bonds, gold or the Dow. Cheap transportation is out the window because the syitem nins on
huge investment and profit, and we all suffer for that
system, but especially cabbies who are stressed and
overworked. So when immigrants try to bring in a
van and run an unlicensed "gypsy" cab serviie in

[]

forced social interaction that comes into play. Even
more than sitting next to other people on a bus, a
dolmush threw people together into negotiations.
Should the driver wait for that last passenger. or
should he heed the calls from his passengers in the
almost full cab and take offnow? Should he take a
detour or take the prescribed route?
Moreover, villagers and farmers sat next to
lawyers. It was quite democratic. Isn't that supposed
to be the American way? [3] In addition, the full
dolmush is safer for everyone than a single driver
and a single angry passenger. which is the bane of
taxis. gypsies andjitneys in today's violent big citles.

If on-full deparhrre is ever instituted here, it
be done in that peculiarly American way that
puts insurance companies into the profit picture the
way that health care does and that virtually thottles
the system with regulations and burdensome controls. Perhaps nothing so free and flexible can work
here. But one way or another. we must abandon ontime and try on-fu[ departure. The planet demands
will

lt.
Paul Palmer holds a PhD in physical chemistry from Yale.
He founded the Zero Waste Institute. web address:
www.zerowasteinstitute.org, and email

zwi@sonic.net.
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